1 Pocket folder

A sturdy zip lock bag with the following (MARK WITH Name and Art class)

2 large glue sticks
1 small glue bottle

Colored pencils (Small sharpener would be helpful)

Crayons 24 pack
1 extra fine black Sharpie marker
1 fine black Sharpie marker
Pencils
2 erasers

Scissors

1 pack of classic color bold markers
1 pack of classic color thin markers

1 notebook 6-7-8 only

Optional items but not required

You may want to consider a “Care Pack” option for you child consisting of travel sizes of tissues, hand sanitizer and wet wipes placed in a small baggie labeled with the child’s name.

The following will help with clean up and less sanitation of sharables in the art classroom. Here are a few suggestions that would be appreciated.

1 box q-tips

1 pack. Paper plates